There is a growing interest in vertically transmitted viruses. Field studies show that 
. Its transmission is vertical through both sperm and 48 egg, but usually paternal transmission is less efficient than maternal transmission 49 (Longdon et al., 2011b; Wayne et al., 2011) . Sigma virus reduces host fitness by 50 lowering both fertility (Yampolsky et al., 1999) and survival in winter (Fleuriet, 51 1981). In addition, it causes to its host a CO 2 sensitivity (Williamson, 1961) . Field 52 screenings have revealed that though the virus has spread worldwide, it infects only 53 a low proportion of flies in nature (Williamson, 1961; Fleuriet, 1992; Yampolsky et 54 al., 1999; Carpenter et al., 2007) . This pattern was suggested to be the result of 
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There is substantial theoretical literature on vertically transmitted parasites. (Busenberg and Cooke, 1988; Lipsitch et al., 62 1995), or connected vertical transmission to the evolution of mutualism (Yamamura, 63 1993). More recent work has focused on the particular host-parasite system of sigma 64 virus and Drosophila (Yampolsky et al., 1999; Longdon et al., 2011; Wayne et al., in both directions. Then m X corresponds to the fraction of population X that is 88 replaced by migrants. Figure 1: Model population structures and initial conditions. We analysed the infection dynamics of vertically transmitted viruses in four different scenarios: (a) a single panmictic host population with varying initial conditions for viral infection; (b) a mainland-island model with an uninfected mainland, and viral infection at equilibrium on the island as initial condition; (c) a mainland-island model with viral infection at equilibrium on the mainland, and no viral infection on the island as initial condition; (d) a twopopulation model with bidirectional migration, one population being uninfected and the other with viral infection at equilibrium as initial conditions. viral infection dynamics in each population by three parameters: maternal transmis-91 sion rate, t m , paternal transmission rate, t p , and relative fitness of infected hosts, c. a single host population can be described by the following difference equation:
Equation 1 can be derived as follows (for a graphical illustration, see Appendix produced by infected females, t m to the probability with which an egg is infected, 114 and (1 − P i + cP i ) to the total amount of sperm from uninfected (1 − P i ) and infected 115 males (cP i ). The second part of the numerator corresponds to the number of infected 116 offspring, which have received their infection by their father and not by their mother,
Here, cP i refers to the number of infected males, t p to 118 the probability of paternal transmission, and (1 − P i + cP i (1 − t m )) to the number of 119 uninfected eggs produced by uninfected (1 − P i ) and infected females (cP i (1 − t m )).
120
Finally, the denominator (1 − P i + cP i ) 2 is the total number of progeny produced 121 at generationi + 1, corresponding to the product of eggs coming from infected or 122 uninfected parents (1 − P i + cP i ) and sperm coming from infected or uninfected 123 parents (1 − P i + cP i ).
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In a first step of the analysis, we investigated the temporal dynamics of the cannot invade the population from low initial frequency (Fig. 2a) . Interestingly, we 129 also found a zone of bistability, which was not described by previous authors. For persist if it has already spread in the population (Fig. 2b) . In this section, the infection dynamics is considered in a mainland-island model,
155
where migration is unidirectional from the mainland to the island population. We
156
analysed two cases, which differ with respect to their initial conditions. In the first,
157
the mainland is uninfected and the infection is at equilibrium on the island. In the 158 second, the infection is at equilibrium in the mainland, while the island is uninfected.
159
For both scenarios, viral infection dynamics were analysed on the island, and it was 
Here, Q i and Q i+1 denote the virus frequencies in the island population in subse- the island population due to migration from the (uninfected) mainland (Fig. 3a) . 189 
Here, R i and R i+1 denote the virus frequencies in the island population in subse- showed a viral invasion. sists on the mainland, and spreads on the island to the same equilibrium frequency.
207
In this case, the only stable equilibrium frequency is positive. Third, the virus per-
208
sists at high frequency on the mainland, but at low frequency on the island. This respectively. The trans-generational change in virus frequency is described by the 225 following system of two difference equations:
Symmetrical migration We first investigated the infection dynamics when both 
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Figures 5b shows that the critical migration rates for the mainland-island mod- Figure 6 : Stability of the infection polymorphism in a two-population model with asymmetrical two-way migration. System equilibria were determined by numerical simulations. The graph shows three regions: (i) a region, where the infection polymorphism is stable (light grey), (ii) a region where the virus spreads and persists in both populations (dark grey), and (iii) a region where the virus goes to extinction in both populations (white).
Discussion

255
We investigated the infection dynamics of vertically transmitted viruses for different 
259
The key finding of the study is the existence of a zone of bistability for the single 260 population dynamics. Its interesting consequence for the spatial models is that an 261 infection can reach high frequency in one population, but remains at low frequency 262 in a neighbouring population despite substantial migration.
263
An important question is whether bistability occurs in natural populations.
264
Though our mathematical analysis revealed that bistability occurs only for cer-265 tain parameter constellations (Fig. 2) , empirical evidence for the sigma virus in and varies geographically (Fleuriet, 1996) . Our results show that a stable infection 287 polymorphism is possible for certain parameters, and if migration is below a thresh-
288
old. This suggests that differences in infection prevalence might happen even if 289 populations do not differ with respect to the parameters describing virus dynamics.
290
We do not want claim that this effect solely explains the described patterns. Rather,
291
we argue that bistability acts in concert with spatial variation of parameters, and In summary, our model analysis shows that biparentally inherited parasites ex-307 hibit complex dynamics, including bistability for certain parameter constellations.
308
An important implication is that a stable coexistence between infected and unin- 
